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irst, before we go and look at the picturesque information regarding various Space Cubes, 
we need to at least recognise the Runic Skies. 
Why? Because many have used these runes to approach us. Sky Runes appear  on boulders  on 

the back side of the moon – guidestones for those which come from those placesN.A.C.A. whistleblower 1957. 

Enoch, John Dee, the directions (to each star system) on stargates and the “address” of each of the Elohim 
Alliance Members for the Living Library,  which appears in more than one crop circle. 

 

When studying Crop Circles ~ determine in your 
mind what they might be saying and why. This will 
help with discernment regarding their agenda. 
Do you see the cube?                           cropcircleconnectors  

The leaves sprouting from the Seed . . . 
The nascent/growing  incandescent force field which makes 
it appear as a sphere, or round to everyone . . .  
and the twenty sigils each of which represents an Alliance 
Member of the Elohim, in constellation format. The basis 
for our own Runes which eventuated or morphed into our 

own alphabet directly and indirectly. 
The word “Elohim” seems to have folk in an uproar. 

“El” simply means “electron being”. 
The Menolea that was the  in a vignette. 

We are ALL electron beings,  thanks to the “Seed”. 

        J557 what is that letter? It was an "n". But changed by hand to a ‘ ’ ?  

       The word  "arduer" is not Ardennes, and if it had been an  "n", it would have read ‘ne’ (not), but it reads  ‘De’ = from 
 tranflaté = transfers. pres de = approaching, almost.  arduer = heat, ferver, enthusiasm.  filou = rogue. silue = silurid fish.(Oannes) 
In the Template was guidance how to deal with the quatrain lines as ‘headings’ and ‘bi thesaural’, so saying the Et (and) can be read 
as ET. This would have the English say:  
E.T TRANSFERS shape shifts ALMOST  HEATED, FREQUENCY  FROM  SILURID Oannes from Sirius shape         could be saying 
ALL SILURID  E.T. TRANSFER  shapeshift   BY  MOST HEATED.  we will get to the Bindu clues, so keep this in mind   
the word “enthusiasm” could be taken as  higher frequencies  BUT ALSO SEE ORGONE BURNING AETHER video 

The HiDRA: Burning Bio-Medical ORGONE For Renewable S.T.A.S.I.S 
 ................................................................................www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hefub3FQQl8  
in the matter of craft sharing DNA with occupants C+F+WALNUT 
needing to point out that the words higher frequencies were written just before closing the work for the night 
followed by the very next morning finding this video, which mentions  ORGONE  relating to aether (not ether)  
and  I recalled the word ORGON relating to WAR in a quatrain C+F+5 62  C5 Q62 an important number 562 add 458 = 2020 

       Whereas the J562 edition has it as Ardennes albeit minus its capital letter          
 

£  1388 5 45 2 Et tranflate pres d’arduenne  filue: J562 pg 78  And [land] transferred near the Ardennes: (noting no capitalisation         

READS LETTERU  AS  ARIES  UNDER.[south]    
NELL SPREAD  PLANETS  SERENADE  ‘song’/verses 
[NELL] ADDRESS  URANIA  STAR  LINES  UNSEEN  SEPARATED 
  (the way constellations have always been depicted, by unseen lines) 

 

U.N  PSALTERIAN/EridAnu in the united nations  EARNED  ANT/Mantid  (‘earned’ = brought a punishment on themselves.        
These are  Erid.anu from Footstool of Orion, allied the fallen ones under Antarctica who earned/deserved their punishment ) 
 

F 

Caveat on the skyrune shapes viewed. Most would have  their own  view of their 
own constellation,  from,  say, a fixed   point.  Such as centre of our or their  galaxy 

... 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hefub3FQQl8
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to explain 
this is just to show you in no uncertain terms how much weight the Template carries in predicting prophecies.  
The difference between the word “prediction” and “prophecy” can be argued until the cows come home. 
Pre-dict simply states ‘spoken of before it happens.’ Or before it might happen. In this way qualifying a prediciton. 
Prophetic means ‘accurately predicting’ by any medium,  an event that eventuated by coming true.  
So here – in a computerised Template programmed by Allan Webber, albeit with all wording out of context until 
collated, we see another Prophecy. Allan himself made a slight error in calculating the Runic Skies in a detail of 
the RUNIC SKIES related to the LETTERU. He has called Aries as Uruz. Aries is a tiny stellar system, takes only 
1440 years for our sun to cross the Age of Aries. Next door to Aries is Pavo the Peacock (recall the Peacock at the 
top of the wheel of constellations – facing Puppis the Cockerel?) The hint in that vignette that I missed was that the 

Peacock WAS AT THE north – during the times of Nostradamus,  prior to J687 as shown to us by Hevelius. 

  

I am quite certain Allan did not do this intentionally. 
 Even though he wrote the Template, he would not have comprehended 5 45 2 
It took the both of us two weeks just to find the DIRECTIVES to each of us differentially. His being Gematria etc. 
 Twenty eight pages for Allan & 38 for me.  
The Lesson here was not for Allan. It was for YOU. So you can SEE how real the TEMPLATE  is. 

Should any of you the readers become interested enough – it will be seen by going to the HIDDEN TEXTS 

OF NOSTRADAMUS website – that I have been as transparent as possible. 
There – on the website – is the means for you to do this work for yourself. 
In the PDFs LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED you will find help in minor details such as the W consisting of two ‘U’s.      
And how to arrive at the ISSUE by removing the QUESTING word first.  
 
For instance if you see someone’s name sitting/lurking within a quatrain line, pluck those letters out first – 
Set them aside ready for the answer, which you will find by THEN  anagramming* what remains. 
      The name you plucked out becomes the issue and the remainder the substance. 
      It does not need to be a name – for instance, the letters for ORGON or ORGONE. 
      EXACTLY THE  SAME AS WORKING WITH other RUNES.    

THIS was exactly how the scientists of the times of Inquisition [J400s, J500s J600s] communicated secretly between each other.            
THIS is how I know Filippo and Chavigny were in that loop and NOT excluded nor shunned. 
 

*  Download Anagram Genius™  you get 30 free trials 
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A=Andromeda C=Casseopea E=Elohim 

1 52 ScorpionL'EuropeRoySeptententrionale  
COLLATOR-INTERPRETER COOLLY PIONEERS SPONTANEOUS RESPONSE – 
 this question and answer method.  An accident to begin with:- or not! 
R.O. TOLERATE NICELY IN OPPORTUNE RESPONSE:– NELL  ASKS TUUICE (as in ??) 
1 52 ScorpionL'EuropeRoySeptententrionale [northern]  
COLLATOR INTERPRETER:  REALLY ATROCIOUSLY INTERPRETS  
TO  ENTITIES  PERSONNEL  PRECIPITATES  moves  PLATES [tectonic] 

A.C.E., R.O. POSTPONES REALLY ERRONEOUS COPPER  date of Libra   INTERCEPTION. 
NON-ATROCIOUSLY RE-INTERPRETS  PELOPONNESE/Greek prefix  NEUF  CENS  
NON.INTE  (see the pdfs 10 72 Does Not Say In The Year 1999... 
in 10 82  non prefixed  - the change over from the J for Julian to a number one 
Y (why, reason for) R.O., EL, CLEAR  INTERCOURSE LOYAL NELL –  
3 25 1 Qui au royaume Nauarrois paruiendra  
UNIQUE YEAR AIM UPROARIOUS  A.U. ARRAY IN DAN Scorpio New Earth & New Heavens 
R.O,  A [Cass] (or OAR/Mantids) AIM UNIQUE ARRAY orbits: 
 YEAR  DINOSAUR UP (see 8 10 2) could be saying 2024 year of the Dragon 

R.O. = Regency Order of the Andromeda Council 
3 25 2 Quand de Secile naples feront ioints:  
IS CONSEQUENT ILL-DEFINED SEPARATIONS -  RESPONDS IN FINE DETAIL  
3 25 3 Bigorre Landes par Foyx Loron tiendra,  
ON EXTRA-ORDINARY DRY PROOF READING  
ONE GIRL = BELLS: EXPLANATION OF BAD [SPELLING] ERRORS  

This is Cesar’s work that I had “atrociously interpreted”.  Seeing Pavo and Cockerel with the “orbit” (the timer) and the 
Hand from Heaven on the gearing turning it.  The constellations named  - Pavo and Puppis the Cockerel are in the southern 
hemisphere these days!  So the word  Septententrionale, which means “in the north” on old maps – was the big hint. 

The other hints were – Nostradamus bottom right, a Sagittarian, with the black band on his thigh...  saying Sagittarius is no 
longer facing this direction – because “thigh” is the "body part"  that represents Sagittarius. Leo and Leo Minor on their side. 
We then see the precession of  Boötes,  Phoenix,  Ophiuchus with Serpens  all facing the wrong way – over a “rotund”  Earth. 
1 45 1 Secteur de fectes grand preme au delateur: Founder of sects, much oppression for the informer/ this pairs  8 10 2  

 8 10 2 Qu'on ne fcaura l'origine du fait, ' That one will not know the origin of the deed'  
U.N. GLORIFIED ALIEN URSA OANNES, NONE (NO ONE ELSE) QUANTIFIED AROUSAL IN ORIGIN  
OF ORIGINAL FEUDING RELIGIONS – FEUDS EONS  

RENEGADE GREEN GARDENER NURTURER GURU E'A~RÃ DEFECTED ANU, ALLIED, REPULSED, CURSED CREATURES. (creatures 
REGULATE PER ARSES RECTUM, DESECRATE PRE-MENSTRUAL/virgin girls) EAGER CULTURED CERN MURDERESS [Kali] 
RAPTURE DEPARTURE UP  

 

 

8 10 2  was only limited by 
what one could not find in it  
And just to show you how slow 
I am – what word did I also see  
in 8 10 2 t just now? 

ORGONE  and in 5 62 3 
ORGONE  WAR 

 

 

 

highlighted in purple – 
image appeared in ‘ABBA 

Introduction’.  Pg 10. 
Sent to website-man two 
days before it happened 

 

and from ANDROGYNE, DOREAN, SMART SPACESUIT Part 4.  
£  1595 8 10 2 Qu'on ne faura l'origine du fait  Allan Webber’s Template  Spelling     but they will not know its origin  
FEUDING AURAS: INSANE FOUR DUE, RUNA date JAN 21 - FEB 17 Oct 4th –13th   Recall the Feb 11th visitors sans craft? ꭞꭞ 

U. N GLORIFIED URSA, OANNES ENNUI; ORIGIN FEUDING ORIGINAL RELIGIONS  

8 10 2 Qu'on ne fcaura l'origine du fait   J562 edition (f is also ‘s’ and ‘Q’ is also ‘k’)  

ERADICATES UR E’A, EDUCATIONAL GURU, UNIFIED ELDER GRACE, GUIDANCE Q ANON COURAGE AUGURS 
UUIN:TOAD, INFURIATES IDIOT TUUO FACED FECAL ELITE UNGULATE U.N. LIAR DIALOGUE: DO UNFAIR 
RIDICULOUS FOUL UNDULATING CLOUDIER FRAUD GUILE; IRRADIATES, DIRE COAGULANT, FATIGUE. UUANTED 
CENTRIFUGAL OFF CENTRE USING CERN. DIRECTING UUEIRD UGLIER GIANTS AGAIN (GRADED AS FICTION) 
UUORST ADORE DATE  (Libra) ORIGINAL SUUORD-GENITILIA ALIEN-GOAT GOD ORION-LUCIFER-ALA-LU IS 
UUASTED RADIANT ELECTRON ANGEL IS UUAITING. SO IS LONG-AUUAITED SATAN-SIR,/Marduk, SOLID-GAS ENLIL.  
STRANGE EATING GOALS FOR IDLE FOLK. (SIGNALS UNWISE SARAN  LOGIN: TAILORING DATA OF DAUUN-LIT 
STAR/Venus ‘SAINT’ UALIANT’S GOLDEN TALES).                                                     ꭞꭞ page 10  ABBA the Book INTRODUCTION 
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o TOAD, those draco from Bufo constellation which sits in Boötes. They run the Vatican  

o FECAL those fallen ones from Alcyone and Atlas in the Pleiades, currently under Antarctica and running the United Nations  

o UNGULATE split hoofed mammal, such as a goat  

o UUEIRD UGLIER GIANTS AGAIN the word DERO is in this line too  

o UUORST ADORE DATE there are two dates in Libra/October that are “bad”. The 2nd and the 10/11th One relates to “Earth 

moving so that everyone will think she has lost her gravity”... falling off her orbit, just as the Hopi prophecy rock says  
o LONG-AUUAITED SATAN-SIR – the Messsssiah, the Copiests Jesus  

o SOLID-GAS ENLIL this would be a pun on “cement spirit” (QuetzalCoatl, who everyone has taken to be E’Ya/EnKi). But EnLil, 

being who he is, performed another of his “trick the lulu” feats. He is “lord of the airways, Chief Pilot, the Ruach, lord of  storms 
(Thor), smoke [sacrificial] [and smoke-and-mirrors] and frequencies. He runs the directed energy agenda.  
o UNWISE SARAI quarrelsome LOGIN. The social pages debate that “Lucifer is just misunderstood” - as are all liars.  

o UALIANT’S DAUUN-LIT STAR – Valiant Thor arrived 1957 (and is still with the Pentagon) saying he came from Vernus  

followed by 

10 40 2: Qu'aura le pere mourant recommande, That which his dying father had recommended, (JFK Snr had Addison’s disease)  

CUTE UUORM MALE Q ANON MODERATOR AUUARE, UUELCOMED RUMOUR LEO MURDERED: READ ME: EMULATER 
RECREATOR PROCEDURE, CAMERA COMPUTER TELLS TRUE ADORED “REPLACEMENT” TO COME = UUARM CLUES = 
MK ULTRA COUUARD DREAM COMPLETE MADE UP NEUU CRUEL UUORLD ORDER (PREMATURE)  
o  LEO MURDERER = Bill Clinton was a Leo and so was  Obamba 

o UUORM MALE – worm is alkhemye for Sagittarius,  JFK Jnr is a Sagittarius 
o EMULATER = copiests, clone makers etc. it also says M.E. EMULATOR = the Magnetic Energies – magnetic Earth fields 

That would be the M’abus beneath our feet, the SubNasal  reptiloid Grayles which a general had remarked to Linda Howe -        
"they are fiddling with our magnetic fields and we don’t know why”. 

o CAMERA  COMPUTER - ADORED REPLACEMENT = he who returns? So saying it will be a HOLOGRAM 
o MK ULTRA is run by the same Subnasals from  Canis Minor of Sirius that run the Vatican, Washington D.C. and London 

5 45 2 READ PLATES [tectonic] PREDATES the LAST SEALS... [you all] LEARNED U.N ARE LETTER:U. (Uranite) [you] 
ADDRESS (deal with) UNSEEN U.N PSALTER/Eridanu ‘s  [chemtrails]. ANT /Mantids  SERENADED [operas, these verses], 
SPREAD PLANETS’ A.U, orbit  SEPARATED  ALTERNATE  STARS  LINES UNDER. in the south, alternating to the north 

  

5 45 2  Et tranƒlate pres d’arduer e filue:   J557   (the word “translate” means to change from one to another 

and we will see later the Alienword and sigil   which means the same,  appearing in two crop circles 

  asked in  TEN  FORTI  TUUO  (10 40 2) previous page 

FADED   PARTED,  RATTLED  DEAD PETITE-FILS   TRADERS  TRAP  DATED  LEAP/Scorpio 

IS RATED-FREE NESARA  PLAINER PASSED  LETTERED  ‘ATLAS’  DEPARTS  ERA : ARE  DREADED SATURN ALERTS:  
o  DEAD PETITE-FILS   TRADERS: these days petits-fils would mean grandchildren, in those days it meant  "natural-born" or 

born out of wedlock. These days, this is quite the norm. Yet there is a third meaning. Natural born and not artificially born 

o TRAP  DATED  LEAP: the leap date can be Scorpio (Oct 22 – Nov 21) and a leap year. This refers to the false rapture... 
o  PLAINER PASSED Plainer Passage is a PDF about Nemesis  LETTERED  ‘ATLAS yes, they changed Nemesis to ATLAS 
o  DEPARTS  ERA. Nemesis has taken from around the 1970’s to be spotted by Astronomers to be seen in our own skies now: 

will put a shot of two suns  I accidentally caught during the bushfires when the smoke became a filter. But the ERA or period it 
takes for the Nemesis solar system to arrive and then to leave can be fifty years or even sixty. 

o SATURN ALERTS: the first of which was ‘JNO SOL’ found on the same page as ONE MALE,  down on the bottom line 

of that page ie: Jno Cook’s Saturn Cosmology - telling us Saturn was once our sun before;  which updates  and which 
detail appeared in a video   yesterday  that did make me sit up! Here is the video link.    This is not the last you will hear about it. 

iThe DARK ALLIANCE: Salvaging NACHT-WAFFEN S.O.U.Ls For SATURN's 'Retrievals'         NACHT-WAFFEN = Night Fleet 

(dark fleet – when you hear ppl waffling on about “the dome” ask them how the secret space program pilots come and go) 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=EN-TWMLvs-
U&fbclid=IwAR3DsL3HJa8IKEZmBGnHt__RMct1WYjjaA_2qKCoIYaN_QNcIp3_5jt0mkU  

Followed by three quatrains which all speak of the Saturnins being burned by the Millers. The Millers of the Great 
Millwheel you can see in Cesar’s vignette on a previous page. The Millers are the Elohim Alliances. The arm from 
heaven holding the gearing differential.  The ‘Arm’ being part of “The Millers” for the great Millwheel of Ages 

 

The date that follows – October  RAT year  2020  ended with the final  dissolution of the  United  States  of  America 

Corporation occurring November 2nd  the day before the supposed presidential election of November third 2020, 
Recall that mention by Da Vinci regarding All Souls’ Day? November 2nd? When NESARA was quietly instituted  

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EN-TWMLvs-U&fbclid=IwAR3DsL3HJa8IKEZmBGnHt__RMct1WYjjaA_2qKCoIYaN_QNcIp3_5jt0mkU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EN-TWMLvs-U&fbclid=IwAR3DsL3HJa8IKEZmBGnHt__RMct1WYjjaA_2qKCoIYaN_QNcIp3_5jt0mkU
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8 10 2 the J562 publication. The word ORGON  
8 10 2  Qu’on ne ƒcaura l’origine du fait, 
RAW  INSTANCE  WASN’T  JUST A  RANT (WANTING  ARSENIC) [in chemtrails?] 
ANT/Mantid  ERADICATES  SATANIC FANATICS.   WIN  WAS  QUALIFIED,  AS  ADEQUATE  
REQUIRES  A  STRONG  WIT TO  SEE  REA L FACIAL  one needs to gnow what is what to discern 
(Robbert comes to mind, handling tentacles dropped from a tentacled craft – then begins to shape shift himself. 
You have read hundreds of times in these texts that these  craft shares the occupants’ DNA,  just as the video on 
page 1 says.   C+F+WALNUT)  Images of Robbert will follow the World Leaders shaking hands with greys. 

 ‘q’ = ‘c’ or ‘k’.  ƒ   = ‘s’   “UU = “w”   ‘u’ = ‘v’  ‘i’ = ‘j’ 

 
MEN IN BLACK VIDEO 
the Orion Groups’ Men In Black 
in this video they are just like Jehovah’s 
Witnesses -  a horde of them 
no doubt this is a spooky video 
 

www.facebook.com/teage.sudo/videos/25
2566263271993 

http://www.facebook.com/teage.sudo/videos/252566263271993
http://www.facebook.com/teage.sudo/videos/252566263271993
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J557 edition ... “Teaching  you” (what They say to me) 
"the year 557 was close on the heels of the demise of Rome. 
It was also a mini ice age. The same which caused that demise 
Here we have a number  that  substantiates its real date –  
because it still uses the more archaic Roman Numeral LXXXIIII 

which somewhere towards the end of this century became  as 
we know it  LXXXIV. The latest  I saw  with  archaic was  J698 

 

Dont il y en á trois cens qui  n’Ont jamais  efté  imprimées. 

There are some three centuries of 

which  never  will  be  printed 

and here  M.=1000 a long way from  DC/600  which is also a good gap 
from the rest – done to disguise that it was  not ‘M’.  698   was a reset 
then we see  LXXXX =90  which should read by  J698   as  XC = 90 .   
So it should read  DC.XCVIII.        Both of  the above  are the same page 

Two clues sit on this Frontispiece – the date i 698 was within that Nemesis Period J672 to J719, and it was  in J676 that 
prince Otto changed his calendar to start at ‘1000’ in July, calling it Yule (because the Thames had frozen solid ovrenight) 
 In one swipe, deleting 324½ years = “some three centuries”  “of which never more will be printed”.  
Begging the question ‘who knew in J698’?  The docteur died J566, Filippo was burned at the stake J600,  Chavigny late 
companion of Nostradamus in the J560s, published in J603 could not have still been alive in J698. Can only have been a 
family member, such as a descendant of Cesar.    
£  3113 3 84 4 Parfer, feu, pefte, canon peuple mourra. People murdered, parse by, fire, [d.e.w.] plague/virus, canon [agenda]      

        This is saying to break up the events into directed energy weapons, then a “plague” agendae C+F+CHAPTER 
it was tempting to say ‘orgone cannon’ but this ‘canon’ is one of a design, a plan, such as Vatic Protocol. Or even the 
Revelation of the Method,  also known as Ritual Mocking – in which we are told to our faces what the elite think they 
are entitled to Plan (genocide, same as on the Georgia Guidestones) whereby  with none of us standing up and saying to 
them “we are awake to you & we do not allow you to use satanic ritual on us” ,  And  push  those  stones  down 

CONNATE  U.N. PARAMOUR-PEOPLE  FEAR-CANON  the chaos extinction level event paradigm   NASCENT grows 
FAR EAST  SET CANTONESE  Chynese   CANNON  UPSET.  FREE TO OPEN UP SPACE ARMOUR                                                        
  With words like C h i n e se    and     i s r a e l   we are forced to miss spell them;  or attract censor bots to our page 

 

 

Line 2 has a ;  ditrochee, saying to anagram them separately as well 
and there are three words in this quatrain that are Capitalized, viz; 
Lizer Valent and Romans in line 4, to be decoded  . C+F+ 9 67 2 

£  1752 9 67 2  Port à la roche Valent ;  cent affemblez :  porting via the Valence rock  ;  assembling 

centuries/hundreds : this is saying that there is a mountain portal at Valence, same as Amaru Maru (making  

it a Saturnin  portal)  also interesting is that there is a suburb of Valence called  Porte lés Valence. 
Casseopea  ASSENT/agree PORTAL CHORE.                 HAZE CHOLERA RAZE TOOL  CHAPTER  AT TROPEZ timing clue   

 ALTARAN ASCENT /lift up BASEMENT  ENCLAVE (Altairian/Vatican, dumbs) LEAVES /departs.                  Altair = the semitic nosed grayles 

 NASCENT  PROBLEMSCOMING INTO FULL FORCE, GROWING CORONA  CLEAVES DIVIDES  TRACHEOLAR  BRANCHING TUBES TO LUNGS    

 
£  1850 10 65 2 Non de res murs, de ton fang & fubftance: Not from thy walls, of thy blood and substance:  being reptilian 
        Describes the shape shifting  thru walls (etc) as using energy that derives from you & your DNA [halo]     video/s herein  explain 

NOSTRADAMUS  ENCODEMENTS  CONNATE  TREMENDOUS  ANCONNE =announcements  
   

U.N.  AGENNOS/no genes ANU EONS ARE NOT AS  ‘OUR  GENES’ 
DENOTES  DENOUNCEMENT "NEGATE no more SONS"   NASCENTgrowing  STATUS   (A.I./transhumanism) 

HERE PAVO (URUZ)  "LETTERU"  5 45 2   IS 
accidentally TAKEN AS ARIES 
URUZ THE HORNS NOT TO BE CONFUSED 
WITH PERTHRO THE DICE CUP OF PERSEUS  

Years ago Linda Moulton Howe wrote about a “green mist” seen by workers  just before 
the Black Plague, saying they saw  little hooded men spreading the mist. This is painted in 
the Schillig artwork at Lucerne, with mutations and little hooded men around a cathedral 
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With a Subnasal Grayle.  Hope he was wearing gloves A GLOVED STALIN ? with Aleister Crowley’s AIWASS 

  
HITLER BECAME A WALK-IN With a Subnasal. Seems they can project facial expression 

  
EISENHOUER, no gloves,  with a juvenile Subnasal, and Sirius Vril craft Mature Subnasal 
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It was not my intention to get sidetracked with another topic,  by focussing on one particula type of 
Grey or  Grayle.  Yet we need to KNOW  the enemy – and this is it.   
Just one of the Mind Benders, the shape shifters, the Liars and Manipulators of humanity on Earth. 
They camp on Ceres (according to the Template) derived from Canis Minor in the Sirius System, (as 
did our moon according to Alex Collier) and tell humans  they  are  Zeta Greys. 
It was one of these that shape shifted to become Jesus on a Donkey – “paralyzing the gathering” – where almost 
all of which crowd did possess the “Epipteric” bone.  A small bone near the stirrup bone in the skull, which is 
manipulated by the Mind Bender Greys,  to mesmerise humans.  
 In the Donkey incident, one man was minus this small bone in the skull.  Almost a miracle on its own. 
More detail  will be appearing in another pdf shortly because it backs up the  real  crucifixion  date.  

 

 

Since this segment is illustrating the Greys Influence on 
“Leaders”,  we cannot omit this one, also a Sirius  SubNasal 

 
Top Left: very similar to an early  EnLil. Top Right Aiwass Displays the Baphomet hand signal, A.K.A. “benediction” 

 

The following illustration shows  the Fourth Reich 
Dark Fleet craft (recall Betty Hill saw an SS Officer 
on board, in 1961?) 
 

Do they look familiar to you? 
Think – Groom Lake Area 51 and Bob Lazar.  
The same of Billy Meier, the same of Valiant Thor. 
The fallen Pleiadians use these, but these are Vril 
Craft. 
The obsolete versions of which were the same of 
Operation High Jump and George Adamski. 
They are even the same technology  from Nicola 
Tesla.  
He who was visited by the same ladies of Valiant 
Thor and given the anti gravity details in 1922. 
 

They arrive with sweet words and great ideas. 
However, they were the same of the Aztec and the  
Maya – who encouraged sacrifice of children. 

 
 

The exhaust of these craft was so dangerous to 
humans, that their pyramids were squared off at the 
top for landing the  radon exhaust Vril Craft. 
 

Before those times they ran ancient Egypt – 
from Bennu Constellation. The Giza Cave of the 
Bennu Bird has been renamed The Cave of Bats. 
 

They were the 4th to  5th dynasty Egyptians, along 
with their technology using sonic frequencies, to 
fly to cut and shape rock – and to levitate. 
 

The same of Kariong Glyphs NSW 
 

The same for those in the covered up door lintel in  
the 19th dynasty caucasian pharaoh Set I. 
 
And the same for  the ‘5th’ dynasty ‘Hunting Scene’ 
stele in the Br. Museum. 

6 74 3  Plus que jamais fon remps triomphera, More than ever her time will triumph, 
MAJOR  SHRIMP  CRAFT  EMERTHER  SHAPE SHIFTERS  HARASS  UNIQUE  TRUMP NESARA  QUIRITE  ERA 
6 74 4 Trois & feptante a mort trop affeures.     Three and seventy to death very sure.  
METATRON PUTREFIER IS  STAR  APERTURES/ orbitPARASITE  POSER RAPTURE  OFF, FRUSTRATES POETS 
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Dark Fleet craft – most are nearly obsolete now Allan Webber’s Runic Skies 

 

 
What would you think of a power greater 
than your own which harvests you and your 
children... 
would you think it is benevolent? 
 
This is exactly what we have right now but 
we either turned a blind eye or really did not 
know. 
Where all those children lost on milk bottle 
labels really were, and what was really 
happening to them! 
And why! 

 
 

 

 
 

Would you say 
these are the 
same craft? 

If there had been 
another star  in 
that line up, this 

configuration 
closely matches 

Casseopea 
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 9 67 2 a) Port à la roche Valent ; porting via the Valence rock  ;  
CLEVER ANT LOATHE  THE  VENAL RAVEN, C,  ETERNAL PORTAL ARCH OVER   CHEATER  TEACH.   
OVERT LEO ANAL  RECTAL PORN  LECHER,  CARNAL  OVER  EACH  (OVERREACH) 
HE  VOLCANO TRAVELLER,  HAVOC PACT PRATTLER,  HAVE ECHO CLONE  NOT LEAVE (Kissinger ?) 
NORTHERN  THORN  PATROL  HALT,  THEN HARLOT- THROAT  THREE   AT  POLE   TO   CLEAVE 
ALERT : LEARNT  (NO HONOR) CARTEL   NOT REPLACE  PENTACLE  REACTOR  VAL  THOR   
TROTH  PLOT PONCE, CREPT ALONE  LATER,  ERECT CERN RE-CANT LEAN ON PLANET CENTRAL CORE 
o TROTH = pledge, where they promised to exchange technology for  humans, turning chidren into legal  "CARGO" 
o CLEVER  ANT = Mantid, not  the  Orion-Sirius   Copiests’  giant   Mantis 
o  RAVEN, C,  "C" is sky rune for Ophiuchusdrago and Raven in a Leo decan  
o PORTAL  CHEATER  = the living dead, using time gates to cheat death 
o CARNAL  = « carnal knowledge » was once a charge against pedophiles 
o VOLCANO TRAVELLER = those craft both zeppelin type and scout craft 
o NORTHERN  THORN  PATROL  one of the two  misnamed Black Knights 
o THORN = sky rune for  Thurisaz/Cepheus/near Libra (& near Serpens) 
o HARLOT- THROAT  THROAT = Taurus/Aldebaran, sexual rogues 
o THROAT  THREE = the triad  of Fallen Plejaren, Oannes SubNasal, Aldebaran (puppeteers for the Nazis) 
o (NO HONOR) CARTEL =  the Cabal that ran the Deep State, puppets of the Triad 
o VAL THOR   is  ‘the beast’.  Pdf   

https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/ENKUR-ENLIL-NIMROD-Sept.-2019.pdf 
o  
o TROTH PLOT PONCE : headed the false treaties promise/troth between a clone FDR & three false E.T 

o CERN RE-CANT LEAN : new angle for our central core – other warnings have used the words « off-set » 
 

 9 67 2 b) cent affemblez :   assembling centuries/hundreds : 
BLAME LACE-MEN ZEN TEN, CLEF F FLAT/musical tone BEAM/directed sonic energy MAZE/orbit CAME, BENT BLAZE/sun 

FECAL-FALLEN NAME  Plejaren under Antarctica  FLAMEZ  TABLE, geological  FENCE FELL, FELT EFFECT 
MEANZ  MEAN LAM-MAN-BELT-/Orion BLACK  CAB’N  LEFT  - Saturn  cube 
o LACE-MEN ZEN TEN = The Aettir-Eddur, Valgrind the Cat Eyed Dahl & company, the same painted by Huggins 

 
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/ELOHIM-ALPHABETICAL-ORDER-at-May-28-2015.pdf 
o CLEF F FLAT : treble clef, which image  "experts" say begins in G. Looking at it, it sure seems to begin in ‘ ’to me 
MEAN LAM-MAN – Crowley called his grey visitor Lam, who came from the Orion-Vril group. This detail matches the 
Presage "Under Octobre Novembre"  MAN =  is Sky Rune for Orion.                  
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/UNDER-THE-YEAR-OCTOBER-NOVEMBER-2017.pdf 

 

Find "Interview With William" by Linda M Howe, 
He who fell into Amaru Maru describing a black cube which 
sent him ‘future’ information. The one he encountered  was 
not as large as he was. Those timelines did not eventuate. Not 
yet anyway. 
This one here is the same thing. 
They come in all sizes. 
Currently Gina Marie Colvin Hill has videos of these in 
various format performing tasks around our planet. No one 
knows what they are doing. 
We might assume their activity is related to both the 
ArmMargEddan events underground and the supposed 
departure of the Saturnin. Her (Gina’s) plasma defence events 
are also related. 

  
 

  
So: when was this ? 

 
Same craft at Kariong, but 

not the same in the 
following Aztec-Maya 

glyphs 
Compare those to the 

“New Jerusalem 
Mothership” 

https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/ENKUR-ENLIL-NIMROD-Sept.-2019.pdf
mailto:hiddentext@live.com.au
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/ELOHIM-ALPHABETICAL-ORDER-at-May-28-2015.pdf
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/UNDER-THE-YEAR-OCTOBER-NOVEMBER-2017.pdf
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AIWASS.  
Crowley spoke of both Lam and Aiwass – were 
they one and the same. or different entities? 
THE 
IDENTICAL CRAFT AT ROMANIAN CHURCH 
which makes sense when we bring Vlad the 
Impaler and adrenachrome together; 
but just proves I am wrong about this craft being 
Casseopean 
It does seem strange a Dark Fleet craft would 
deliver the Psalm 130.7 warning to I.s.r.a.e.l,  
although the ancient title for Psalm 130 is 
intriguing. De Profundis – Out Of The Depths. 

so, think deep underground military bases... 
with line 7 warning I.s.r.a.e.l against its iniquities 
 
LARGE SKULLS 
STIGMATA 
ANUBIS 
THOTH 
GRIFFIN 
MANTICORE 
WHITE HEDJET  CROWN OF SATURN copied 
by Garden gnomes, the seven dwarves, even 
the Pazyryk  headgear. 

 

  
Here we have the resett symbol. The juvenile gray is a 

SubNasal/Emerther. And check out the craft at the 
top, it is one of the Nazi World Order  seen herein. 

C+F+RESETT 

not suggesting this is related to the circle on the left.        
I took this August 2020 with new Nikon 900 camera.    

One would never imagine it is a cube! 
We can see why they call it LUX 
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Same Vril craft. persons of some type breathing out the Aether 

mist. Two giant Grayles are spearing the sacrifice. 
A SubNasal middle right, dressed as a warrior, and another of 

the obsolete nachtwaffen craft above it 

Same craft, and the central circle is the Aztec 
sun disk. The two guardians of the central cern 
are breathing out the “mist” GenZed speaks of. 

The SubNasal bottom right holding a spear 
 
 

 
12 IS A REPTILIAN BASE NUMBER. THIS IS A SHIP FROM SIRIUS-ORION GROUP 

Someone said to me “but they cant all be bad which come from Sirius.” 
If the bad are bad enough to defeat the good – then those are the ones we have. 
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These are Nacht Waffen craft, shape shifted, looks like the fan an 
octopus can display 
www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9463375/Video-UFOs-buzzing-
Navy-warship-leaked.html 
 
How many times have you seen these texts tell us the space craft 
share the DNA of the occupants?     I just realized this is what the 
word BIOGENS  refers to in the Template, raining down on us  via 
what we have been calling chemtrails 

 
genzedpodcast@gmail.com “Please NOTE that you can ALSO use this email to get in touch with Me DIRECTLY regarding 

any topic, information, research, or knowledge you’d like to share.  “ 
 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9463375/Video-UFOs-buzzing-Navy-warship-leaked.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9463375/Video-UFOs-buzzing-Navy-warship-leaked.html
mailto:genzedpodcast@gmail.com
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In this image of Dark Fleet Craft, my own image of a Roman Candle parked over my farm appears  next,  but it is the 
image in the square yellow frame that needs addressing here. This is the shape which appears in #60 Vignette by 
Cesar de Notredame, shown here. Interesting that it also has the pheon cross of the Anu and the white deshret 
crown of Egypt – the latter was explained in a recent video1 regarding souls and Saturn and that Saturn was once our 
sun (vindicating Jno Cook’s Saturn Cosmology, which clue I found in  Vignette #67 at the bottom of the same page 

which bares One Male (Menolea/Electron Being).                Keeping in mind these vignettes were painted in J563. 

 

Tree of Life = DNA branches. Banner is Milky Way/magnetic fields 

 
Rather fitting that the Lion Maned man,(LEO) with bears claws (URSA) is wearing the Corona/Coronet of a Prince (SIRIUS) 
and wears the scars from a crown of thorns. Telling us that shape shifters from Sirius invented the martyred Jesus Christ. 
The boomerang shaped craft above and in the square yellow frame below was known as “foreigner” or “alien”.Iron Cross. 
The rose coming out of a docking bell refers to time gates, the Vulture refers to Lyra-Vega, and the little bird in back-
ground which has no legs refers to Abus-Hirundo, the Swift, which we know today as Twitter. The white crown is telling 
us that the Earth’s pole (poll) is circled by Saturn (the smaller globe at top) and this is what Jno Cook wrote too. 
In this way we have a date for Saturn’s tenure as our sun. The conjoining of red & white crowns was after the 4th dynasty 

and fits with the same timing of the Nile moving away and causeways being needed at Giza because Lake Moeris dried up. 
Slotting in with a passage and the consequences  of the Nemesis system which is the most logical cause for Saturn being 
sent out to the gas giants realm. The self-same cause for Saturns return, and being “burned” by the Millers. 

1 video   iThe DARK ALLIANCE: Salvaging NACHT-WAFFEN S.O.U.Ls For SATURN's 'Retrievals'    

 

Bottom left: the “Roman Candles” in the 
Template. Very early in the working with these 
texts, say, 2009 or 2010, there was an entire pdf 
regarding “ROMAN CANDLES” And here we see 
them included in the Dark Fleet,allied Pentagon, 
the same which Gary McKinnon hacked into, 
finding “non human” pilots on the payroll. 
Here we ARE speaking about the fourth reich!  
Since  the Pentagon is what Operation Paperclip 
morphed into. 
Being also the Military Industrial Media Complex, 
run by the very Grayles deep underground which 
are stealing children and which had made false 
treaties with a cloned F.D.R terming our children 
Upper Case CARGO. 
Same Grayles of Phil Schneider & his NWO alert. 

The same CARGO that the shape shifting Pied 

Piper of Hamelin in J274 ran off with. 

NACHT WAFFEN/Dark Fleet Craft  
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£  3448 7 19  4 Aux citadius eƒtrange eƒpouvantal.  For the citizens fearful strange.   well, that sure ties in with the hidden words! 

 SANITISED NATALborne from  DIANES/Orion ACTINIDES (ISN’T DEAR AGENTS) 

INSTEAD  A  LUX (glow) INDICATES STRANGER  UUEAPONS  DISSENT  RANGE PERSONAGES  UUANT   no doubt about it.                                                    
Found this the morning after a strange incident here May 29th 2017  5am to 6 10am – the entire farm lit up  by the Golden Cube 

is also in this line.        A/Cassiopeians  LUX: bright light    RANGE could be a verb or a noun    
 

 £  1949 1 63 3 
MEREonly just/true.ARCHER/Sagittarian HELEN UNDER/Australia SURNAMED PARCS TO REPLICATE NOSTREDAMUS’ 
TREMENDOUS ARTICLES  RESTORED MOST,  REPLICATES SORTED.   PREACHES APT CEREAL CROP CIRCLES,   
U.N. EPARCH (CRAP ELITE)  METEOR  EARDRUMS  CARRHAE(battle-loud noise)    

 

2 58 4. Silene luit,petit grand emmene. See 1 13 1 Exiles (elite) by hatred of instestine's (nefer/duodenum/Anu) anger  
LARGE INTELLIGENT IMMUNE U.N. ENTITIES IMPLEMENT DETAINEE: RESULTING IN ENGINEER UNLIMITED 
TEMPLATES REPEAT.ING (clones) ... ELITE IMAGINES PRELUDE to ADMINISTER ENTITLEMENT, MEANTIME– 
ANGRIEST RE UN-IMPLEMENTED DEED; broken promise RESULTED ANU RETAINING [their] ELEMENTS [DNA]: 
IMPINGEMENT ELITE, DUMP DESPERATE ELITE.  
Silene luit,petit grand emmene. The moon shines little, great pillage 

 
from the pdf forum ROMAN CANDLES. Where “SADDEN” means ENDS AD. QUIET LORD’S NAME is E’Yah, who has defected to 
the Elohim Alliances For The Living Library.  ENLARGED RECTANGLED  AT SARDON = the Marcabians 
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RECALL the 70 minutes of LUX over my farm May 29 
2017 - then finding in the TEMPLATE the explanation 
for who what and why the LUX lit up the farm for so 
long, but not what entity was causing the threat. 
<Just pointing out that this image from my phone kept 
<“disappearing” right out of my computer 
 £    46 1 46 1  E.D.  LUXED  PASTURES  DETERMINATORS 

STORED TIME  MEDITERRANEAN;TERMINATED U.N ROTATED  
METEORITES  RAINED  SPREAD OUT  REMOTEST  ORDINATE.        
2 78 2  AUSTRALIAN  AGENTS  SET  LANGUAGE  INPUT  
UNIQUE LANGUAGE CODES QUEST,  EQUATES KEEN SUITE 
ENSUES. See LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED   
ELOIM QUINE [5] NE-GATES GIANTESQUE LOUISE/asteroid. 

6 77 4  ELOIM FOCUSES: ENFORCED PARANORMAL SHINE   
either the Pi in the sky, the S. O. S. “braille” in the sky or the  
7 19 4 LUX event of May 29th 2017 over the farm here.           The 
10 79 2 MEMPHIS MOSES SOPHISM SHIP OVER LONE PINE TREE  
event was another                                                                 C+F+WALNUT  

One of the early phone photos I thought was the Golden Cube – out to the west of my farm – turns out it was no golden cube! 

 

 
 

 C+F+TEXAS    JELLYFISH/Tentacled also shift into black cubes 
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California, same as those in  Medieval Crucifixion art 

Why, you ask me, does this information seem so important? 
Because these shape shifting craft can copy any other craft – including a Golden Cube. 
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Robbert Van Den Broeke TENTACLED  images follow, where we discover those are part of the fourth reich 

  
The reptilians etc ALSO have their version of blue orbs  (copying the ones the Pleiadians use) 

  The Dark Alliance: Salvaging Nacht-Waffen S.O.U.Ls For Saturn's 'Retrievals'.    
  https://www.patreon.com/generationzed  

 

 
 

 

FLUGELRAD II  VRIL CRAFT.???           TRANSPARENT CUBE deceptively out-innerlined 
so saying have I been  wrong about this craft – if it belongs to the Dark Fleet. Because this is the same or 
very similar craft painted above a Romanian Church leaving behind Psalm 170.3 on a copper plaque. It is 
very possible the Flugelrad II is a spin off (copied) of the Casseopean craft which looks more like the one 
illustrated behind Robbert’s head above. The transparent cubes are described in the Dark Fleet video. 

     

 
ET Evidence - Johny Webb Submits ET Tentacle ... - BitChute 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/7sZcrAbvarA/   

Real Alien Shapeshifters... The Subject No One Wants To Talk About 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGeJQ9kClpM   32: 22  My Comment: – a must watch, you will comprehend when you do 

https://www.patreon.com/generationzed
https://www.bitchute.com/video/7sZcrAbvarA/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=BITCHUTE%20ROBBERT%20TENTACLES+site:www.bitchute.com&t=h_
https://www.bitchute.com/video/7sZcrAbvarA/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGeJQ9kClpM
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Just so we are clear. 
<< This image was used by 
Wilcock  when referring to 
the  Visitors in Italy. 
 
Bindu means trans lating  

or transforming 

   

   
         Merkaba-Therses, transformer             Black Cube, transformer                           The Reset symbol C+F+RESETT 

 

 

 
NETHERLANDS 2013. These appear in one frame of the video. Always above a church 
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This is part of my post – which was censored, so I will try it bit by bit 

I am the Author of the Hidden Texts of Nostradamus.  
Before anyone scoffs at something they have not investigated,  
allow me to briefly use a few terms which crop up in these texts 
there are so many to pick from, such as (JUDAS ISCARIOT WAS IMMANUELS BROTHER FRIEND) 
or COULD OR SHOULD CONSCIOUS CONSCIOUSNESS SUCCEED? 
or BRUCELLOSIS IN NEEDLES 
and too many other topics the street folk would never imagine Nostradamus would write about, and  

that includes the scientists who think they are up to date. Especially when the docteur lived in Julius 555  

1) 22 different types of free energy  
2) Ha which became ununpentium. element 115 that Bob Lazar said does not exist on Earth 
3) Using the bending of light in water... as a tool, propulsion and a weapon 
4) Nostradamus is now a Younger Elder – the same as Chani from the hani Project 
5)Time Gates, seven fixed types (all of which I experienced) and several mechanical 
6) Vril propulsion and the source of Vril/Fourth Reich 
7) and guidance to read Jno Sol: Saturn Cosmology – way ahead of Velikovsky - which describes exactly the 
Saturn details here in this video The Dark Alliance: Salvaging Nacht-Waffen S.O.U.Ls For Saturn's 'Retrievals'. 
My point here. 
In the Crop Circles information from these Hidden Texts has appeared “transparent” cubes. 
These are not The Golden Cubes of the Elohim Alliances for the Living Library, nor are they  the black cube 
which sits inside Amaru Maru nor the other  black cubes which originate from Saturn which Gina Marie Colvin 
Hill has been catching on video... and this includes the Kaaba – an automaton. 

 Say these texts in Presage  102  J564   Octobre.              J564 + the cipher 458 = 2022)  † 

So in a facebook post I was explaining the Golden cubes as they appear in crop circles.  
No response from facebook  
THEN out of curiosity, I posted a handful of crop circles from 2002 that appear to be transparent cubes...  
(like the ones at 17:35 in this video.)  
I made no comment with the post, just the image, out of curiosity.  
BINGO – FB jumps on me from a great height, “goes against commune standards” and banned me for 3 days 
If they had not attacked me about a handful of old crop circles, I would not have been alerted.  
In the vignettes of Nostradamus, the single written page which has “One Male” (MENOLEA = Electron Being, 
which is what we all are) also has at the very bottom of its page the words JNO SOL. 
 

 

 
this video arrived only minutes after the following image  

This is the fb post that got me fb jailed, & thus alerted me www.youtube.com/watch?v=EN-TWMLvs-U 

 

 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EN-TWMLvs-U&fbclid=IwAR0Wro2zwWnxymVa8K3YbHliVTC_tRWz544twCQ4FY2uYrRmaEDjp0Dt13M
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/CUBES-as-UNIDENTIFIED-FLYING-OBJECTS.pdf
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When people say to me that we can’t believe any-
thing we see on facebook it really annoys me.  
In the same way fb banned me for a week because I 
posted about pistacchios high content of melatonin, a 
topic I personally proved true – 
... in this same way the photo here someone caught 
and put on fb is true. 
 

THIS is the image I saw in my camcorder. 
Only mine was in color, the darker areas being a 
bright electric green (shadows) and the light area 
being – well – electric yellow. 
The entire reason I went and spent a thousand on a 
Nikon 900 in order to catch this photo actually in the 
frame, which the camcorder could not.  As soon as 
pressing the ‘take the shot’ button it shot out of frame. 
Ironically, the only shots I ever caught again showing 
it as a cube minus its force field – was on the phone. 

   
July 9th 2020,         

Android phone shot 

daughter took this one, with space tubes 

Dec. 9th  2016, iphone 6 
coming my way June  30 2020 
HUEWAI Android phone, not so good 

  
around 4am Oct. 31st. 2020. Mum had to leave early in 
her caravan because a large hail storm was arriving.   
The Golden Cube was caught here between two storm 
clouds and once the photo was taken, never seen again! 

This shot would never have been seen had I not saved 
a baby lamb at birth. She grew up chewing on electric 
cords, including air  conditioner cords. Mum’s husband 
came to fix that & this is why I was ouside  at 4am. 

This Golden Cube had been above my head since 1999. Thankyou Jason Gleaves for enhancing the image 

We can actually see the cube is breaking up while I was taking the photos. Considering They had told me my own 
final pick up date was to have been Sept. 19th 2020,  six weeks beforehand – maybe this verification was needed by 
some other Seeker out there.  There is a Reason for Everything. They told me more recently that my Contract has 
been extended. That is not the word they used, when I come across it again I will come back with it. 
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In the above left shot I caught Feb 19th 2020 – the Golden Cube sits under the word D’OREAN, below      
the “O”.     The actual photo I was taking was of the strange lights flittering among the trees, and did       
not see the large body behind the moon until the photo was in its album. 

 

9 30 3 b) AISE IRE: HEEDLESS CALIPHS [Kaaba] EERIER CUBE (black cube over Rio, El Paso Texas see image C+F+JELLYFISH 
M.DISCLOSE TV|BY GREY EL PASO C+F+ 3 44 1 AUUAQE TIME: I/Orphiuchus ALLAH MOHAMMED LANDS QUITAQUE/in Texas SITE C+F+9 30for video  

 
 

 † auto-frequency:  auto=self motivated (auto-matic , with matic meaning « will, willed, willing »)      so, self-willed 
102 J564  La bouche & gorge en feruides pustules,  The mouth and throat with angry-red-collared postules  appeared in Antennae Apl 2017 

, kaaba 

DESPAIRFUL  EGREGIOUS  SELF-HATE  HALAL  DNA-HALO   LIFTS  IT UP;  PENDULOUS,  ALL  LIFELESSNESS.   

 –

o amused here: ‘Of seven elite cough phlegmy. five shall wrack:  elite not immune to their own biological weapoms like corona & chemtrails  

the word ‘wrack’ goes with “wrack & ruin” (economy busted)   butalso  means the type of cough... 

o ‘will affect five out of seven’ – so what happens to the other two-seventh? this was published at the website April 2017. exactly 4 years ago 
o Are these the [elite]  ones “caught/held in time”? 
o throat   and  mouth ( end of Taurus (throat) into Gemini (Mercury the  town crier) with collared postules = raised boils with a red 

ring around them, sounds like small pox. Or black plague This description also pairs :- 
o Both mouth and throat shall angry pustules ulcers  burn, PARAQUAT - DDT 

 >>> = ULCEROUS  PLAGUE    followed by   So long a rain. TEARFUL  RAIN blisters  bronze sun non fatal  turn,DROPPED in The Hopi Prophecy Rock

o =from  SOLE PRESAGE COUNTER  TURN Al Bielek in 2137 said ‘the compelete poles roll had been prevented’          non fatal  turn, lying  down 

5 11 3 Leur regne plus Saturne n'occupera  Saturn will no longer occupy their realm,   in  ANTENNÆ  April 2017                                         

A.C.E. COLLEAGUES  ENSURE  SOLE PRESAGE  AUGURS  POLE COUNTER  TURN ; OUR  ELEGANCE   ,  

NONES  NUT date Aug  5 – 31                                                       ROLLS PRONE – lying down    
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They use names as Ritual Mocking 

 

If there are any of you who began this sojourn with me 
from the beginning – when the very first pdf was titled 
TVVIN TOVVERS DECEIT and then the second published 
pdf was MEDICAL VACCINATIONS & CHEMTRAILS, you 
may recall the constant warnings regarding needles. 
Not just to receive them, (“take the jab”) but not  to 
DONATE  blood either. This warning was dated 2008. 
One would wonder why not donate blood?  
First thought being: “they use clean needles dont they?” 

 But no, that is not the reason for not donating blood. 
It is because anyone who has received  the jab  –  will 
have toxic blood to donate. 
EVER WONDERED WHY FRONTLINE  HEALTHWORKERS  
ARE THE FIRST TO RECEIVE THESE  JABS? 

Because this jab is NOT A VACCINE – it is an agent for 
SPREADING (SHEDDING) its ingredients. 
What quicker way is there to SPREAD  a  BIO WEAPON 
than to have everyone queue to a  "health-workers’ "   
station where the culprit spreader IS the healthworker! 
For you to comprehend how an off world species can and 
is conquering  humans on Earth – you need to educate, 
research, realize that grubb er ment is RUN by those very 
Off Worlders which are intergrating with humans just 
like they did with Pleiadians – turning them into fallen 
ones. Trans-human.  Via their DNA. 

1 97 1   j 557  publication. That which neither weapon nor flame could accomplish  

QUEUE - FREE CURES = PURCHASE MENACE  Ce que fer flamme n’a fceu paracheuer 
 

1 100 2 Aupres de Dole & de Tofcane terre 

NEEDLE RECUPERATES revives OUTDATED SORE 

RELEASED (into) UNTESTED POORER EDUCATED 

SURE OUTDATED POTENCE RE-RELEASED 

 
Just for entertainment. I have always been suspicious of Kim Clement’s source, so I wondered what his name says 

no one gets to choose the entity that approaches (for instance Dolores Canon and false Nostradamus) 
from the name KIM CLEMENTS 

MET NICK, SMELT,  SLICK  SLIM NECKS  pedunculated  MILKMEN (from Milky Way) MILK  SEMEN  SECT, LENS  STEM TIME LINES 
LENT SICK SILT : ELECTS  MEEK  SLIMIE  CLIENT.  SELECT  M.K.  MEME  LIKES EMIT M.E. INK  MILES IN ICE  SEEM LINKS 
ISN’T NICE TENS’ INSECT-IS  STEEL-STICKMEN  STICK IN NECK:  SMALL NICK,  CEMENT  TILE  ITEM MIST MELTS  IN ME 
o NICK = old nick, Lucifer   SMELT – rumored to have an unpleasant odor 
o SLIM  NECKS  the long skinny neck of the SubNasal  Emerther 
o MILK  SEMEN (IS  MILT) = genetic scientists.  Spreading semen willy nilly 
o LENS = looking glass/Cronor Visor   STEM TIME LINES – changes and stops certain time lines 
o SICK SILT – damaged biospheres caused by chemtrails and 1080 bombing 
o MEEK  SLIMIE: slimy because they are made to rape a child then murder the child, while being videoed.   CLIENT = Presidents 
o M.K.  MEME:  MK Ultra propaganda       EMIT  M.E.  the darts from the skies (Multiple Energies) 
o INK  MILES IN ICE  SEEM LINKS    black goo, a living nano entity appearing to be a link to many things for many entities 
o ISN’T  NICE  TENS’  Elohim humanoids      INSECT: Mantid 
o IS  STEEL-STICKMEN = artificial Mantis, a copy to fool ppl 
o CEMENT  TILE  ITEM = cement is composed of many ingredients, TILE    refers to clay tablet communication, but means ‘chip’ 
o MIST MELTS  ME = Æther – see  GenZed video/s  first page,   the mist spread by off world entities ...   
 
 

 
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/FULL-BODY-TRANSPORT-SYSTEM-PATENT.pdf 

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/FULL-BODY-TRANSPORT-SYSTEM-PATENT.pdf
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CANIS Major/SIRIUS [Emerther pedunculate  SubNasal  Grayles] also 
known as Maitre/Mayetra/M’Abus   ON THE WRONG SIDE OF ORION 
Who is the dog supplicating to ?  BAAL 
BANNER (Milky Way) RECEDING  behind  the pennant 
TWO KEYS use 2 of the triple method keys = Runic Skies 
 (the dark key) and the  Alkhemye List (the golden key) 
Dark GREEN  CROWN OF BAAL,  RED ROBE means the same as red 
shoes – child torture to gain adrenachrome 
count the fingers 
HAND OF GOD at the sun or  THE ARM (King of kings/Cepheus 
orbiting) FENDING OFF  BLACKGOO/Carborundum in the texts and 
nano spiders  BLACKNESS ACROSS THE SUN   Bill Gates  
SPARCE HAPLO-CAULESCENCE = branch with minimal  DNA 
The dark green paint, colour may have once been black   
page 8 

o pedunculate = long skinny neck, many Grayles are conformed with long necks, and the Graals too 
o some internet ‘scholars’ would suggest the Canis Major system harbors Oannes. The Oannes told the Dogon they came from Sirius B 
 

  
J562 edition  see line 3 has the word Orgon/orgone J557 notice there is no “n” in line 3 to make  into ‘orgon’ 

  5 62 (add the cipher 458 = 2020) 

Sur les rouchers fang on les verra plouvoir, 
Sol Orient,  Saturne Occidental: 
Pres d'Orgon guerre, à Rome grand mal voir, 
5 62 4 Nefs parfondreées & prins le Tridental. 

 5 62    
On the rocks one will see blood raining,             ‘rocks’ are planets 
Sun on the East,Russia  in the West Saturn:                   darkness 
Orgone war close, at Rome Vatican great evil  seen, child torture 

[space]Ships sunk deeply,  and  the Triad taken. 1 

 1  The Triad in the Template consistes of Oannes (Sirius), Fallen Plejaren Angels (Aryan/Arien) & Aldebaran (Sexual Rogues 5 46 1) 
5 62 3 Pres d'Orgon guerre,  à  Rome  grand  mal voir,          Orgone war close, at Rome Vatican great evil  seen, 
ANAGRAM-LOVER  MEAD’S SERPENS ARM, OARS/Argo Mantids ORGONE the ‘plasma wars’ seen AVENGES OUR MURDERED SEED 1 10 
RIDS GRIM  SAVAGE PARAMOUR DRAGON  PRIME PROGRAMMERS REAP RUDE ADRENAL, DEEP UNDER  DEPRAVED  

VAMPIRE DEVOURERS cannibals .   SEE NESARA-GESARA PROVEN. 
o GLAMOUR  ENIGMA  ORGONE the ‘plasma wars’ seen  
o SERPENS  constellation behind Boötes ARM  the Seraphim in the misnamed Black Knightwww.youtube.com/watch?v=WRHSUIYOt7s  

 

the next image got me 3 days ban on FB, and  this  act   alerted me to ‘transparent cubes’ 
 

5 99 2 Capue, Brundis vexez per geut Celtique  -         this had been published in the 3rd of all pdf items back in early 2009 

when I was still very much an apprentice ‘lay’ student with about 12 years studies ahead of me and still learning 
 

 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WRHSUIYOt7s
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DOES  IT  GET  ANY  CLEARER  THAN THIS ? 
IS THAT A NUMBER ONE  I SEE BEFORE ME ? 

 J   J
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7 38 2    TIME  IS – CRITERION:  CONVINCE  IOU  NEED  UUARMER  ATTIRE:  FURS, FOOTUUEAR  AND  COVER.        
 

and 

WOMEN IN CONTACT WITH PEOPLE WHO GOT THE JAB  
www.facebook.com/kevin.blackburn.58760608/posts/338175581181440   

 

from Vaughan Keal  THIS  “VACCINE” DESTROYS THE IMMUNE SYSTEM 
www.facebook.com/leslie.johnson.395891/videos/4418486844846799/ 

GENE DECODE, TIMELINES, HILLARY LOOKING GLASS, COURT OF GOD, CLONES, THE MONTAUK PROJECT 
www.bitchute.com/video/2PCdd0BCXvZM/  

 

Nazis and Reptilians in Antarctica: Farsight 

 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=YeTvwvnZ19c 

 

 

 

 2 1 2020 

As it turned out, this was ten days 
before it left , and the leaving was 
caught by accident on my camera 
phone only because I was outside 
saying goodbye to visitors who 
wanted to get away before a hail 
storm  arrived 
 

Take a good hard c lose look 
 

This is a Golden Cube which has 
resided above whichever farm I was  
inhabiting at the time since 1999  

 
 

http://www.facebook.com/kevin.blackburn.58760608/posts/338175581181440
http://www.facebook.com/leslie.johnson.395891/videos/4418486844846799/
http://www.bitchute.com/video/2PCdd0BCXvZM/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YeTvwvnZ19c
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1 100 2 Aupres de Dole & de Tofcane terre.    codes within codes – capitalized words 

DoleToƒcane 

DECENT  CLEAN A.C.E. TEND:  CONDOLE FED ETNA,  COATED  FELONS  COLD, ENCODE  FEET DATE FATE. NO COAL. 
EAST TO DEFEAT DEFT LOON FECAL COLON  FOOLS  FONDLE  TONES TOOLS,  ONCE after OFTEN EATEN  SELF-CLOD 
OLD CLONES AS FOOD.  TEN ELECTS LEAD NEED  NET  FOE FACE  FLOOD  DONE,  ENACTED  (NOT FOOL FLEA  CODE)  
LOCATE  AN ETNA  DEAFEN, DEALT  NODAL FACET  LEANT EON,   FEEL FATE  AT END  OF TEA,  CAT 
NOTE: AS  ONE NELL  TOLD:  COT-LAND  NOT FLAT = AS  A CADS’  TALE TO FOOL  OAFS 
o A.C.E.   Andromeda Cncl.  C: Casseopean  E: Elohim Alliances   TEN  the ten in the alliance  which we see in the painting by 

David Huggins, and Betty Andreasson (and not in artwork for Peter Slattery,  his are a mixture of intent) 
o ENCODE  FEET DATE  which is Pisces, the month and or the Age 
o FONDLE  TONES TOOLS: sonic laser weapons, scalar sasar 
o FLOOD  NET  FOE.  RETICULI means net, and yes, flooded by ocean waters  in the ongoing third world war  which has been  since 

Trump was elected  eliminating those  MORE OF THE LITHOSPHERE 
o  (NOT FOOL FLEA  CODE)  the Story of the Flea is one of Da Vinci’s “Riddles”. Where the grass is greener every where else 
o DEALT  NODAL  LEANT – the Nodes are the Poles, and they began leaning, or lying down around 2010 – in response to the passing 

mini solar system named Atlas by those who want to fool us.  Another example  is how they are misrepresenting the Golden Cube/s 
to us. At first labelling it as the International Space Station,  then calling it Comet Holmes in 2007, and displaying it in artwork of a 
negative nature. 

o AT END  OF TEA,  Sagittarius (The Tea Pot)  CAT 2023 
o LEAD as in To  Lead refers to Taurus, but the metal Pb belongs to Pluto 
o COT-LAND (Earth – Da Vinci calls it “the bed”)  NOT FLAT 

 
NASA  titled this COMET 17P HOLMES 2007 

they just LOVE renaming things 

 
 
Just so you  do not think these are limited by size 

 
Look right into it, then compare it to my  many  photos  of 
the Golden Cube which dwells over my  farm and has done 

so since 1999.  My photos will follow. 

This is a photo my friend,  Jackie Kleeb, California, caught 
hovering  at the base of her stairwell. Its appearance before 

studying the image,  was a simple orb. 
 

A line that never got worked, not in the Template nor otherwise, just discovered while reiterating 1 100 2 
Simply validating (valid = true, dating) that everything “is a matter of timing” – because back in the beginning, when I 
tried to compile MEDICAL, VACCINATIONS & CHEMTRAILS,  the idea that  ingredients in ‘vaccines’ would be designed 
as a bio tool (weapon, as in Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars)  towards genetic genocide was not on [my]  horizon! 

1 100 3 Tenant au bec vn verdoyant rameau,  J557 edition          

ell!  That leaves me with shocked breath!  

Here we are with 1 97 1                                                         

and now we see the warning  “holding-having a living branch within its spore!” in 1 100 3 

When ‘vaccines’ are designed/supposed to have  killed DNA  as its “spore”!  
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1 100 3 Tenant au bec vn verdoyant rameau,  Holding a living branch (DNA) in its spore,    
ANNOTATE  ROTTEN  WRY  TREATY  ADVANCEMENT ABERRANT  OWN BRAVE  NEW MACABRE  DNA 
ANNOY AURA  CUBE  TWENTY  CANON,   BRAW  ATTENDANT  NAVY  OWNER  BECAME   WARY  
YET DRY IN TOWN,  NOT VERY WATERY  MAY CAT  YEAR    Cat is also Rabbit year 2023 
NAUGHTY BEAVER  ONCE VIDEO  ENVY  = BRAWNY  MENACE  (ORNAMENT VENDETTA)  NOW  ANEW 
o Wow. Was puzzling about the Naughty Beaver Envy part, until it finally came to me.  This comment refers  to the PDF 

collection last posted to the website addressed as Tony Knight Regarding The Fourth Reich.       In which I had asked 
“why, oh why, pick an actor with a great hooked nose when in reality the red headed Nostradamus had a perky ski 
jump nose! 
Recall the communication method where I was told to “ask twice”?  Well – I had asked twice hadn’t  I : – ‘why oh why...’  
And here, in the very next pdf following that question – I have been answered (when at first the question was only 
meant to be rhetorical).  
Yet it does illustrate an important subject – that of   “giving a good dog a bad name/image”.   
This is called propaganda.  Done with the intention of misguiding the public.  In this instance by Naughty Beaver – 
influencing the folk into believing that Nostradamus was “a satanic child eating Jew” as one very misinformed reader 
wrote me. She left me feeling literally nauseated – because her level of intellect is indicative of the majority of the 
uneducated generation she lives in. Parrotting what disinformers publish. 
This all actually tells me the very ideas that derive from these Hidden Texts have got someone rattled. 
If Da Vinci, the most famous portrait painter on the planet,  couldn’t get it right – no one would! 
The entire reason I put together that pdf forum about the misinformative video/s by Naughty Beaver – was because 
none of the quatrains mentioned  were interpreted in the way the quatrain was provided to us. 

o BRAWNY: Brawn always refers to muscle. So saying here – flexing his muscles and not his brain. 
o ORNAMENT VENDETTA = says it all. the “ornament” is what Nostradamus called himself in 3 94 

   

Notice the Roman numerals are still in archaic format, as IIII and not IV 
This is the J557 publication, only 100 years after Roman Society failed 

1.  For five hundred years more one will keep count, * 
2. Celuy qu’eftoir l’aornemet de fon temps:   
He that  was the ornament of his times: plural 

• Line one is somewhat tongue in cheek, because this Quatrain was published in what was supposed to be 
on the face of it, I557, so adding  “+more than 500 years” does not  give us 2021 does it. It produces  a 
result of  2057.  The “more than 500 years means literally, a lot more.  As in 2021 minus J557 = 1464.  

That is a LOT more than “500” years.  Or , the year we are in, 1345 minus J 557 = 788. Also “more”. 

But. The  scholars who accept the face value will just automatically be thinking  1557 (or 1555, the first 
date of publication) “plus 500 = 2055”  and not see there is a question mark on that calculation.    
They might take the “and more” as the extra up to 2055.  

I do have one other problem vexing me. 
The date  period   for the astronomies revolting **  was J672 to J719 . Add  around 700 (the approximate orbit 

for Nemesis)  give or take to J672  = 1372, with us sitting here in 1345 having already seen it incoming now 

since the 1980s. Kept a secret of course.  
With the newly named ATLAS  still needing another 27 years to have been a 700 year orbit this time – we can 
see that former orbits were closer to 780 years and now we are at a hundred year  less in that [elliptical]orbit! 
     It seems to take around 50 years for the Nemesis-Zha.am.i (Nibiru) system to be in our own solar system 
then to leave it. The expected timing of 1372 cannot be predicted because, I have noticed the  gaps between 
visits from the 1486BCE Winged Aten effect to the 705BCE Herculobis/Hercubolis  to the Pass- Over J79 CE     
to Ison of J687 (Hevelius’ woodcut commemorating a reversal of astronomies) – has been reducing every time!   

In other words – the elliptical ORBIT of  this  mini  system is getting smaller!  Shrinking. 
1486 Tulli papyrus – 705 BCE  (Hezekiah coin) =   years orbit  (Santorini -Thera) 

705 BCE Hezekiah coin to J79  (PassOver) ...  =   (and why did Julius begin a new calendar anyway? ) 

Because in 46BCE they saw it coming, same as prince Otto; Cassini had seen it coming J672. Otto’s new 1,000 

(Millennium) calendar in J676  but the peak  was J687. This new calendar of Prince Otto  conjoined the short-

lived J582-3 “Gotique” of pope Gregorius, along with its additional number 1. The word “Gotique” from “Goth” 

a term that encapsulated early France and Germany, was only in public use up to the (J)600’s. (Nigel Offord) 

Calling J79  the peak of that  visit due to Pompeii-Vesuvius (in the October) same year as Crucifixion. 

From 79CE PassOver  to peak of  Ison  at J687  =   year orbitꭞ 

From the peak of   J687   to now:   1345 C.E.,  not quite the peak yet   =  only   years for Atlas. 
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**Revolting Astronomies  - the first warning, appearing in the first paragraph of The Preface 

ꭞ  It seems volcanic activity begins in earnest as the mini solar system is on its way out, just as Earth is    
   experienceing right now in what we call 2021. 
If you are in the mood for a cynical and ironic laugh – When you already know what kind of impact huge celestial 
bodies passing by will have on smaller celestial bodies (like Earth);  instead – the powers that think they be  want 
you to believe humans are to blame, then this heading should amuse  you: 
 

CLIMATE HAS SHIFTED THE EARTH (?) HUH??  

https://amp.theguardian.com/environment/2021/apr/23/climate-crisis-has-shifted-the-earths-axis-study-shows 

Climate crisis has shifted the Earth’s axis, study shows | Climate change | The Guardian 

Massive melting of glaciers has tilted the planet&#x2019;s rotation, showing the impact of human activities 

amp.theguardian.com 

“The massive melting of glaciers as a result of global heating has caused marked shifts in the Earth’s axis of rotation  
since the 1990s, research has shown. 
 It demonstrates the profound impact humans are having on the planet, scientists said.” 
some links in this argument: to let you know their debate 
 
movements of the pole in 2005  
published in the journal Geophysical Research Letters 
18tn tonnes of water from deep underground reservoirs   [without it being replaced.]   which it has now! 
 
 by Trump’s brave military  drowning the deep underground bases using the oceans! 
Some scientists argue that the scale of this impact means a  new geological epoch – the Anthropocene –  
Whereas – 
these texts argue that a new Anthropocene will be created following the departure of the mini Atlas system 
Not just these texts, but the likes of  The Hopi Prophecy Rock, and all the New Earth and New Heavens 
prophecies 

 

ELON MUSK OFFERS 100MILLION TO ANYONE WHO CAN ERADICATE CO2 
HOW STUPID IS THAT? Are they going to FINE glasshouse food growers for using CO2 machines which the plants need? 
HOW WILL TREES GROW? 
As these texts have been telling us – there is a DEFOLIATION  AGENDA – and Musk is at the helm 
 

Recall These texts warning us about the Aden Time Gate? 
GINA MARIE COLVIN HILL 
aden portals opening 
www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&fbclid=IwAR06nUYc41rSMaTklcAw3YGdZs6AOcQmV-
AefTnIst4dvVFJr48lCr38LOw&v=fyc5rrmaQHA&feature=youtu.be  
 

 

 

 
I  have no idea if  this is true :  
if  so it  does affect  me and you  
no matter where we are on our globe.  
 

it  could be part of  the legal propaganda  
where the  news can be  “entertainment”.  
That one  ( ‘ law’)  opened the door for high 
strangenes.  This is  why media barons feel 
safe lying to the public.  
 

it  could even be Ritual Mocking otherwise 
known as Revelation of  a Method, which is  
always fear-  based.  

 

https://amp.theguardian.com/environment/2021/apr/23/climate-crisis-has-shifted-the-earths-axis-study-shows
https://amp.theguardian.com/environment/2021/apr/23/climate-crisis-has-shifted-the-earths-axis-study-shows
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/grl.50552
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1029/2020GL092114
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/may/20/world-aquifers-rising-sea-levels
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/aug/29/declare-anthropocene-epoch-experts-urge-geological-congress-human-impact-earth
http://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&fbclid=IwAR06nUYc41rSMaTklcAw3YGdZs6AOcQmV-AefTnIst4dvVFJr48lCr38LOw&v=fyc5rrmaQHA&feature=youtu.be
http://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&fbclid=IwAR06nUYc41rSMaTklcAw3YGdZs6AOcQmV-AefTnIst4dvVFJr48lCr38LOw&v=fyc5rrmaQHA&feature=youtu.be
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Obviously the number  562 or J5 62 is important,  especial ly when the Jain cipher458 is added 

It becomes 2020  ~ and let ’s  face  it ,  2020 WAS an important  year,  not for what everyone thinks,  

but  because the War of  the Third World was well  under way deep underground,  or  as we have 
learned:  ArmMargEddan.  The presage above clearly states MORE  OF  THE  LITHOSPHERE.  

Plucked from the pdf  UNDRE OCTOBRE, NOVEMBRE 2017, 2020  
And it  WAS in  2017 that  Trump began pull ing the rug out from under the Cabals’  feet .  

 

THOUGHT YOU MIGHT LIKE TO SEE THIS  
~ i666 ~ 

The world e l ite which inst i l  chaotic events in order to convince the publ ic some paradigm 
agenda is needed: l ike to use what they think are influential  numbers .  Except,  in this case 
–  Jul ian 666 was not 666 A.D.  Nor I666.  Jul ian began 46 bce .  “AD”  began Julian 79  CE,  so 

take your pick ,  was it rea l ly 666 minus 46,  or minus 46+79/125?  One thing it was not ,  is  1666 .  
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What do we have here?  

Jesus has almost no halo –  &  what is  that  I  see hovering over what might be a volcano ? 

How did the Inquisition not notice? Da Vinci  did the same –  no halo for the  Jesus.  

The Shape shifting aspect of  the  Jesus was supplied by  Da Vinci,  disguised.  

You can see this detail  in the Da Vinc i  pdf forums. On Folio 8 of  the website.  
And see the not-so-secret Masonic hand over heart.  What does he hold?  

Itima_Cena_-_Juan_de_Juanes  n o t  a  l i n k  

 
Da Vinci’s  Last  Supper is  also tel l ing us  something.  His Jesus has no halo .  

See image f inale  page  
 

The following is a collection of images taken by myself and others  world-wide 
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July 2020 and the next night, looks like a star 

 

 
 

1 45 3 Duƒaict antique ennobli l’inuenteur, 
The author Nostradamusennobled by acts of ancient  times.reincarnated 

TUNA-BLUE BOUND ONES Andromeda  ALLIED  NASCENT CUBES ;  DESCEND. 
OUTLINE, FLIT  IN, DIRECT  TIDIER   FUNCTIONAL EDUCATION 

(TRUNCATIONAL OF IDLE) = IS FLUID LIFT 

ALECKS COLLIER  INTERACTION  NAILS  TIDIER  FUNCTION 
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Retrieved these just before the first of  two computers died within weeks of  each other, so 

I  have not  got the credits for those who caught these shots.  The first two look like Gina 
Marie Colvin Hill ,  but the third was a young fellow on fb  calling this a “borg”.  

 I f  he sees this would he please let me know so I  can credit him  

   
Apr i l  2013  October  2018 January 16    2021  

This sequ ence of  events  begs  th e qu estion are these gathering to  form th e h uge Gol den Cube 
in  this  crop circl e?  Protecting both  Nibiru -Zh a.am.i  an d  t iny Earth from the C asseopean Fil es  
“Wave Event” ,  Th e Ch ani  Project  “Fuse Event”  and  the “G rand  Pu lse  Nova” from Nostradamus.  

 
Letting u s know we are being l ooked  after .  2002 Crop  C ircle  

  
how many do you count? would like the photographer to 

come forward, to let us know where this was 
and this fabulous shot caught by Christian Eck Kenneth. 

He knew it was something different from a fake sun. 
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what do you think? 

 
 

 

 
METATRON, according to these texts – is not the good guy  

And how would anyone know to call  it  “ Metatron ’s  cube”?  C+F=6 74 .  his  would be  a  black  cube 
 
Hopefully this will  be the last time this 
image is needed.  
 
Lepers all ,  wearing lay clothes,  
 (sti ll  learning)  
white gloves of  the leper  
(one who does not  know)  
 all  under a sky with hovering jellyfish 
craft which has arrived out of  the black 
cube way up to the far right  
 
A very grim aspect all  around  

 
 

METATRON 
How we have all been misled!      RENT here = torn apart 
NAME TOME: MAN-METATRON RENT ATOM,  =  RAT TO MEN  

Here we have one perfect example 
of  LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED 
just for entertainment sake:  
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=ROTTEN ON TEAM TORN MEAT TORT MATTER (NOT A TERM) 
METATRON MET R.O., ANT, MEANT TORMENT TO A, ARM TEAM 
ONE RA M.E. TONE TOTE carry TAME TENT-MAT Earth  NOR ROAM   
EARN ROTATE TENT AT OTTER-MARE-MA-TEA NETT TERM   
MANET-MONET MATTE- ART-MAN = TAROT OMEN MENTOR 
NOTE: ETNA M.Orion R. drako E.T.  EAT, MART/tradeRENT METRO ERA 
TERN NET  TOTEM/sigil = twitter MORÉ. NOT TEN NOR RAN 
o TOME = story, explanation 
o MAN = Orion  RENT ATOM = atomic or even nuclear 
o ON TEAM = Oannes from Sirius 
o METATRON MET if Enoch is/was Metatron a front man  
for the mistaken Yiddish but really for Zion which believes in 
child sacrifice (hence Isaac and his father’s dilemma) 
 going on with; “judge them by their actions” simply because  
a loving god would never ask a man to sacrifice his son as proof of 
loyalty 
o TORN MEAT = while alive (children mostly)  
o NOT A TERM: meaning literally, actually 
o RENT METRO= literally, by false treaties, arranged cities via the 

Money System in order to herd humans to control them 
o R.O. Andromeda Council, ANT/Mantid 
o A = Casseopea, ARM = the Seraphim 
o ONE RA = E’Yah   
o M.E. TONE = using sonic frequencies which can levitate 
o OTTER-MARE-MA-TEA NETT (inclusive) TERM period 
o Otter June 10 – July 7 Mare = July 8 to August 4.  MA=Libra  

TEA = Sagittarius. The word Marten is here, as in house marten 
and its date is Dec. Solstice, which can no longer be ascertained 

o MANET-MONET MATTE a good description of the art of Da Vinci 
o =TAROT OMEN MENTOR. In his works there is disguised ‘Tarot’ 
o  ETNA any volcano M.Orion R. drako E.T.  EAT. This is the current  

ArmMargEddan WWIII underneath our feet right now, saving 
our children. There is a difference between Drako and Drago. 

o TERN=  flying bird = Abus  NET/Reticuli  MORÉ = values such 
as  censoring freedom of seech and truth (fourth r e i c h) 
We have learned the M’Abus are the SubNasal Emerther 

        NOT the Elohim  TEN, NOR RAN – LyRan 
 
 
 

AIDAN  Gaelic "little fire" = baby Brianna 
AIN  - belonging to a specified person (especially yourself); preceded by a possessive; 
"for your own use"; the original idea for the book/s 
BADALONA  north eastern Spain – DNA of Diana?    Maybe this word should appear 
after Anglian and before Gal (Beachamp girl) 
DAGOBA  a shrine for sacred relics [in the Far East.] 
GADDI - a cushion on a throne for a prince in India. The words ‘seat’ and ‘throne’ are 
alkhemye for stargate. “Brass saddle” say medieval time travellers1 
GAIDANO  Family takes always priority. The meaning of the name Gaidano 
compassion, creativity, reliability, generosity, loyalty and a love for domestic life.   
The word LAIRD  (‘lord’) could have also been used for  BIG BOLD GAIDANO LAD 
IBADAN  Yoruba Africa 
INDABA a discussion or conference. informal. of one's own problems or concern. 
IONA Gaelic  Island of St Columba Scotland anglicised "Icolmkill" 
NADA nothing 
NAGA (in mythology) a member of a semi-divine race, part human, part cobra 
DAGON shapeshifters in form, associated with water and with mystical initiation. 
NAIAD the aquatic larva or nymph of a dragonfly,  

 

 affricate & aphesis [E,R & U/W in this case] 

 is allowed when working the hidden texts.  
‘I’ is also ‘Y’ ‘H’ is also considered silent 

From the name DIANA GABALDON 
 

GOLD BAND ANGLIAN GAL DIALL’D  ABODING;  
INDABA, one's own problems BONDING,   

LAID BIG BOLD GAIDANO family loving LAD,  
BADE  BORNE A’ BONE  
AIDAN, Gaelic "little fire" ALBI silver BAND. 

BORNE carried  A’ in BONE  
= Blood of My Blood, Bone Of My Bone 

NOB lords DNA, BLADING swords 

 IN BAD BOG  Culloden 

GRABBING  NADA  INLAND  
LONG  AGO  AND  AGAIN.            

 reincarnated  and   time travel 
 and a pun on the two Jacobite risings 

A BOLD LABIA AND GONAD (yin and yang)  
DAB HAND BAND-AID nurse- repair 

 openSesame

stones  
 shrine  E 

 
 Paris GAOL,  BAIL,  ADD-ON   

DINGO-DOG,Rollo NAG, NO’not ONE  BLAND  ID. 

ID Latin for personal character 
DIG,research LOAD, OLD NAGA-DAGON BANN’D 

 time-travel  lords 
LAID BALED,put together , the story put together blind  

DID GOOD BANDANA rogues AND BAD ALIGN’D. 
BOND’D  ALONG, GLIB, AIN, belonging to a person 

 NODDING well DONE  . 
DO ADAGIO, singing GABBING yarn-story  BID LAND’D  

BI  A  DIAGONAL  LAG storyline  LINE   
NO’ ABANDON’D  YOUNG  BALD’D  IAN.  
BAGGING ALL GAIA:  
ANGLIA IONA BADALONA ALBANIA ANGOLA  
IBADAN AND GOBI  BAAA-DAG sheep IDOL’D, fans   
LOADING BANANA’D $$$   ... NO need for A.I. bank  ...  

DI BINN’D DOING  ANNAL years LOAN AGAIN: –  
IClaire & LAD-DAD 

 (ANAL OIL’D AGONI  LONG AGO)  –  
ADDING: DANGLE...kept us in suspense  DOWNLOAD, 

BIG ION BANG fire BANN’D, house BAGG’D GOLD:  

NAIAD dragonfly  IN  GEODE amber   

ADD-ON ~ BINGO...
U   BAIRN   AND  HOLD. 

 Samhain  NG harvest rune 
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Noting nine  stars in  the Pleiades  

 

 

These are 
revolving 

 

It  is  important to 
keep in mind The 
Golden Host  does 

not shift  its shape  
it  adds more craft  
or sends out craft.  

 

The S atu rnin craft  
util izes  D NA h al o to  
change app earance  

to th at of  th e 
sou rce D NA  

 
 

   
These were in  a folder t it led Spring  2020 –  so buying the Nikon900 wasn’t  a  complete  
waste .Did not  even see the cubes  coming and going,    too busy playing  with  apertures.  
 
Peter Slattery contactee  30:56 Some but not all are the same from the Golden Cube 
SLATTERY  ALBURY:  GLENROY; ORB SIZE OF TWO STORY BUILDING  (GOLDEN CUBE) 
Video via Ufonly YouTube:-  https://youtu.be/kQFCEJ70NtQ 
Exclusive to Ufonly - The UFO Whisperer, Peter Maxwell Slattery - UFO Documentary. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQFCEJ70NtQ&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0un-VduDvjpCntlHM683x7o_RQkXdIVe0-
W9aASQ3cEksHP-n5XM7PIus 
 

https://youtu.be/kQFCEJ70NtQ?fbclid=IwAR0un-VduDvjpCntlHM683x7o_RQkXdIVe0-W9aASQ3cEksHP-n5XM7PIus
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQFCEJ70NtQ&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0un-VduDvjpCntlHM683x7o_RQkXdIVe0-W9aASQ3cEksHP-n5XM7PIus
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQFCEJ70NtQ&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0un-VduDvjpCntlHM683x7o_RQkXdIVe0-W9aASQ3cEksHP-n5XM7PIus
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The Voynich image  

has 8 segments & the 

crop circle shows 6.. .  
 

The Voynich image 

looks l ike a cross  

section of a l iving 

cell .   

Edged by vil l i i  (micro 

vil lus)  

or cil l ia which would 

be more l ike hairs  . . .  

whereas the crop 

circle appears in 

abstract.   

Along with a 

few visi tors.  

Is this  genetic 
manipulation?  

 
 

 


